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loud computing has been described by some as evolutionary. Others have called it revolutionary. Either
way, the accelerating federal “Cloud First” initiatives, the tightening squeeze for greater governmental
efficiencies, and the spiraling advances in cloud technology have converged, unleashing extraordinary
incentives for—and pressures upon—federal agencies and Government contractors to find cloud solutions to federal information technology needs. As a result, both agencies and contractors will face the
challenges of traversing this seismic shift from traditional IT buys to cloud acquisitions—while at the same
time, the acquisition practices, cybersecurity rules, and cloud technology all continue to evolve in parallel.

Cloud computing brings a host of complexities to the federal acquisition process and information
security. First, the cloud takes many forms, thus requiring acquisition methods and security safeguards
to be tailored to the particular type of cloud chosen by the parties. Second, a variety of economic
factors drive the rapid spread of the cloud, sometimes outpacing the evolution of standardized
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This Briefing Paper addresses these four core
challenges of adapting existing acquisition rules
and practices to procurements for cloud services
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and technology, while maintaining cybersecurity
and privacy and meeting other federal mandates
for federal IT systems and information. The Paper
considers the following questions:
(1) Defining the Cloud. What forms does the
cloud take—and how do acquisition practices and information security need to be
tailored for these differences?
(2) Driving the Cloud. What are the drivers
speeding the cloud into the public sector—and what does this mean for cloud
acquisitions and cybersecurity?
(3) Securing the Cloud. What are the key concerns about cloud security—and what
are the security regimes applicable to the
public sector?
(4) Acquiring the Cloud. What is the public sector guidance on cloud acquisitions—and
what are the challenges ahead?
For these questions, some of the answers exist in freshly minted guidance that has not been
fully implemented, much less tested in the heat of
major litigation, congressional scrutiny, or serious
security breaches. Until agencies and contractors
in the public sector gain greater experience and
more detailed guidance on cloud acquisitions and
security, the current standards and directives from
the federal sector identify some of the key risks, issues, and business decisions that public and private
professionals face in working on the cloud frontier.

Defining The Cloud & Its Variations
Like its namesake, cloud computing takes many
forms. Indeed, its wide-ranging variability is one
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of the cloud’s great advantages—it can be flexibly
adapted to a multitude of customer needs. However, these many variations in clouds may present
differences in acquisition and security risks, needs,
and allocation of the parties’ responsibilities.
Defining the cloud has important practical
consequences for agencies and contractors. For
example, different cloud service models and
deployment methods may require different allocations of risks and responsibilities between
the agency and the cloud service provider. In
addition, poorly defined cloud requirements may
invite protests and claims from contractors due
to misunderstandings about the agency’s actual
needs and requirements. Finally, whether an IT
acquisition qualifies as a cloud procurement is
important for such purposes as the Office of
Management and Budget’s oversight and metrics,
choice of the information security regime, and
methods for acquisition. As a result, defining the
cloud and its different guises is an important first
step to picking the right contract and security
arrangements between the parties.
■■

Definition Of Cloud Computing

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has been active in providing guidance and
definitions to establish a common language for
discussing, acquiring, and securing the cloud in
the public sector.1 NIST defines “cloud computing” as follows:2
Cloud computing is a model of enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.
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Some may find this definition to be too abstract
for such a multi-faceted and fluid concept. To
provide more concrete descriptions of cloud
computing, NIST has also identified five essential
characteristics, three service models, and several
deployment models that may foster a sharper
understanding for agencies and contractors to
identify what falls within the broad ambit of the
many forms of the cloud.3
These NIST definitions and taxonomy of cloud
computing have gained wide currency in the
federal sector, as the Federal Chief Information
Officer, the Government Accountability Office,
trade organizations, and industry members have
adopted NIST definitions and terminology for
the cloud.4
■■

Essential Characteristics Of The Cloud

Some have compared the cloud to a utility
like electric service.5 Rather than each consumer
having his or her own candle (or power generator), the consumer instead uses power from the
electric power company when needed (by flipping
on the light switch) and as much as needed (by
turning off the light when done). In turn, the
power company measures the amount of electric
service and sends a bill each month based upon
the consumer’s usage.
Given that the cloud takes many forms, NIST
has captured this basic consumer/utility relationship and summarized it into five essential
characteristics defining the cloud:6
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level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or data
center). Examples of resources include storage,
processing, memory, and network bandwidth.
Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically
provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward
commensurate with demand. To the consumer,
the capabilities available for provisioning often
appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated
in any quantity at any time.
Measured service. Cloud systems automatically
control and optimize resource use by leveraging
a metering capability at some level of abstraction
appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage,
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts).
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled,
and reported, providing transparency for both
the provider and consumer of the utilized service.

These characteristics reflect the utility model
in which a provider gains economies of scale
by investing in bulk capacity, aggregating consumers, and furnishing on-demand services
that—from the consumer’s vantage point—may
appear virtually unlimited and infinitely elastic.
The consumer receives services when, where,
and how much needed, paying only for what
is actually used.
To provide a visual example of these five fundamental characteristics of cloud computing, the
GAO developed Illustration I, below, showing
both the interface and allocation of functions
between the consumer and the cloud provider:7
Illustration I

On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such
as server time and network storage, as needed
automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider.
Broad network access. Capabilities are available
over the network and accessed through standard
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous
thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile
phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).
Resource pooling. The provider’s computing
resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers
using a multi-tenant model, with different physical
and virtual resources dynamically assigned and
reassigned according to consumer demand. There
is a sense of location independence in that the
customer generally has no control or knowledge
over the exact location of the provided resources
but may be able to specify location at a higher
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters
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the storm-driven power outage. However, when
the utility becomes a target for foreign adversaries or terrorists,8 then risk allocation and security
issues become paramount. In short, the cloud’s
utility model alters the nature and allocation of
the risk of security breaches, denial-of-service attacks, and network penetrations as hackers have
fewer—but richer—targets for attacks.
■■

Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability
provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s
applications running on a cloud infrastructure.
The applications are accessible from various client devices through either a thin client interface,
such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email),
or a program interface. The consumer does not
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating
systems, storage, or even individual applications
capabilities, with the possible exception of limited
specific application configuration settings.

★

Platform as a Service (Paas). The capability
provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the
cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming
languages, libraries, services, and tools supported
by the provider. The consumer does not manage
or control the underlying cloud infrastructure
including network, servers, operating systems,
or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for
the application-hosting environment.
Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas). The capability
provided to the consumer is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental
computing resources where the consumer is
able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which
can include operating systems and applications.
The consumer does not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure but has control
over operating systems, storage, and deployed applications; and possible limited control of select
networking components (e.g., firewalls).

Service Models For The Cloud

The level of service by a cloud provider exists upon a sliding scale ranging from providing
some basic hardware to furnishing a full turnkey
operation. As part of its definitions of cloud computing, NIST has described three service models
that vary based upon how much responsibility the
customer retains—and how much the customer
turns over to the cloud service provider. NIST has
defined the following three models of service:9
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To move from the abstract to the concrete, some
have used pictures to illustrate these varying service models. For example, the GAO has presented
Illustration II, below. As this illustration reflects,
the cloud provider (vendor) furnishes relatively
discrete services for “Infrastructure as a service,”
while “Software as a service” means that the cloud
provider essentially provides everything.10
In another example, the Corporate Vice President
for Trustworthy Computing for Microsoft has demonstrated how the different models shift responsibility

Illustration II

4
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between the customer and the cloud service provider.
This shown in Illustration III, below:
Illustration III

■■
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Deployment Models For The Cloud

The cloud may vary in yet another way—how
widely or narrowly the provider deploys a particular cloud among the customers. NIST has broken
these options into four deployment models:12
Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization
comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business
units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by
the organization, a third party, or some combination
of them, and it may exist on or off premises.
Community cloud. The cloud infrastructure is
provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organizations that have
shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations).
It may be owned, managed, and operated by one
or more of the organizations in the community,
a third party, or some combination of them, and
it may exist on or off premises.

This shift in responsibility also means that the cloud
provider undertakes greater responsibility, ranging
from “physical and personnel security to the secure
development and maintenance of applications and
the management of identities for access control.”11
In summary, the choice of service model for cloud
computing not only affects who bears what responsibility for each level of service (infrastructure, platform,
and service), but also the security relating to such
services. If the security responsibilities are not aligned
with the service model, a gap or ambiguity may arise
regarding who bore the obligation to secure a particular part of the service and the related interfaces.
In other words, the customer and provider need to
match the information security responsibility with the
service responsibility to avoid contractual disputes
between the parties—and potential tort liability in
3
the event of a major security breach.

Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may
be owned, managed, and operated by a business,
academic, or government organization, or some
combination of them. It exists on the premises of
the cloud provider.
Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a
composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that
remain unique entities, but are bound together
by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and applications portability (e.g., cloud
bursting for load balancing between clouds).

Once again, the GAO has provided illustrations
showing the similarities and differences of these
deployment methods for cloud computing, as
shown in Illustration IV, below:

Illustration IV
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As these illustrations show, these deployment
models affect what customers share a particular
cloud and—for a hybrid cloud—under what
circumstances.13
The deployment method affects the level of
security risk to information. In testimony before
Congress, the Federal Chief Information Officer
(CIO) stated:14
In the case of cloud computing, we expect these
risk models to vary based on the specific cloud
deployment model used (e.g., private cloud
versus public cloud). Agencies will incorporate
these risk models into their business decisionmaking processes and use them to inform the
development of comprehensive agency risk
management plans that address issues such as
continuity of service, quality control, and longterm preservation of data to support Federal
records requirements.

Similarly, the GAO has reported that security
“risks may vary based on the cloud deployment
model.”15 As a result, both the public and private
sector need to weigh the particular deployment
method against the security threats and controls
available to mitigate the risk to information security and privacy.

Driving The Cloud Into The Public Sector
Marketplace
The movement of the public sector to the
cloud is a virtual certainty. The only real questions are how, when, and at what risk. Three key
factors will press the accelerator for the federal
transition to cloud computing—budget and costcutting pressures, the federal policy favoring cloud
implementation, and trends in the commercial
marketplace. And, in turn, the federal shift to
the cloud will likely expand the cloud market
in other public sectors, such as state and local
governments.
■■

Budget & Cost-Cutting Pressures

The Federal Government represents the largest
buyer of IT technology and services anywhere.
During a congressional hearing, the Federal CIO
underscored this point:16
The U.S. Government is the largest buyer of IT
on the planet. We spend approximately $80 billion annually on information technology systems.
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Furthermore, such IT expenditures have been
steadily rising over the years, “from just over $46
billion in 2001 to nearly $80 billion in fiscal year
2012.”17 The OMB confirmed this sharp rise in
IT spending over the past decade, noting that
these figures exclude certain expenditures, such
as national security systems.18 Some have questioned whether federal agencies have achieved
the expected efficiencies and productivity gains
“despite spending more than $600 million on IT
over the past decade.”19
The cloud concept offers potential opportunities to go gain efficiencies and save money on
such federal IT expenditures:20
A major benefit of cloud computing is the
potential for significant cost savings. It makes
sense: cloud computing allows agencies to pool
resources and pay only for the computing power
that they actually use.

Like the utility model, federal agencies would
reduce upfront IT investment costs and gain the
cost benefits of economies of scale offered by
cloud service providers.
Greater efficiencies and cost savings have often been identified as key factors in making the
transition to the cloud.21 The estimates for such
anticipated savings vary widely:22
Cost Saving. Cloud computing allows customers
to pay for just the computer resources that they
use. They can avoid both a large initial upfront
expenditure in hardware and software, and ongoing operating and maintenance expenses for
their own IT. Resource usage can be monitored,
controlled, and reported in a transparent way for
both the provider and consumer of the cloud service. Indeed a Brookings Institution study found
that “…agencies generally saw between 25 and
50 percent savings in moving to the cloud”; this
same report refers to other studies which claim
savings from 39% to 99%.

For federal agencies, the prospect for significant
savings will make the switch to the cloud virtually
irresistible, particularly with looming austerity
measures and budget cuts around the corner.
Everybody knows about the federal budget
crunch. And federal IT spending has landed in
the middle as a potential target for the budget
chopping block:23
Congress has curtailed IT funding along with
other investments, with little or no new money
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters
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for realizing IT’s potential. Financial relief is not
likely for several years to come, yet during that
time citizen demand for digital public service will
continue to swell.

The OMB articulated its “do-more-with-less” view
for federal IT efforts: “Agencies today face unprecedented pressures—a rapidly evolving technology landscape, rising public expectations, and
the need to operate securely in an increasingly
interconnected world—all while we are driving
toward flat or declining budgets.”24
Both Congress and the OMB view cloud implementation as a key to expanding IT services
while cutting IT expenditures.25 Such budget
pressures increase the leverage of both Congress
and the OMB to drive agencies towards more
rapid transition to the cloud. And the prospect
of cost savings multiply the likelihood that such
agencies will move faster to embrace the cloud.
■■

Federal Policy Of “Cloud First”

The OMB has made the transition to the cloud
an Executive Branch priority. In February 2011,
the OMB issued its cloud strategy establishing a
“Cloud First” policy:26
The Federal Cloud Computing Strategy states that
“When evaluating options for new IT deployments, OMB will require that agencies default to
cloud-based solutions whenever a secure, reliable,
and cost-effective cloud options exists.”

More recently, the OMB reaffirmed its “Cloud
First” strategy to accelerate implementation of
cloud services:27
Federal Agencies are to implement this strategy
and make Shared-First the default approach to IT
service planning and delivery. By August 31, 2012,
Federal Agencies must submit to OMB an Enterprise Roadmap for the FY 2012–2015 timeframe
that includes a business and technology architecture, IT asset inventory, Portfolio Stat results, and
IT Shared Services Plan. A [Line-of-Business] Plan
will also be included in the Enterprise Roadmap
of the hosting Federal Agency.

This “Cloud First” policy has “led to the successful migration of 40 services to cloud with an additional 39 migrations to come by June 2012.”28
As these federal policies underscore, the OMB
holds both the carrot (money for cloud IT) and
the stick (not approving non-cloud IT initiatives)
for agency IT budgets. As a result, the OMB has
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters
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considerable leverage to make cloud technology
and services a priority, thus pressuring federal
agencies to steer their IT requirements towards
cloud solutions.
Federal acquisitions of cloud technology and
services will also spur more sellers to enter the
federal marketplace:29
Further, the [OMB] strategy notes that an estimated $20 billion of the federal government’s
$80 billion in annual IT spending is a potential
target for migration to cloud computing solutions.

The infusion of approximately $20 billion into
the federal market will attract more competitors,
better technology, and greater savings, thus potentially accelerating the pace of implementing
the cloud among federal agencies.
■■

Cloud Trends In The Commercial Marketplace

In the private sector, the surge to the cloud
continues to accelerate, as businesses seek to cut
IT investments and reap substantial cost savings
and efficiencies:30
[A] McKinsey survey of 250 chief information officers (CIOs) of large companies across different
industries found that they expect over two-thirds
of corporate applications to be virtualized by
2014. Virtualization cuts the cost of computing by up to 50 percent with savings gains from
lower infrastructure operational costs. Not only
are legacy applications being virtualized, new IT
investments are predominantly in cloud computing. [International Data Corporation] estimates
that 80 percent of new commercial applications
deployed this year will be on cloud computing
platforms.

Similarly, global markets will drive the transition to cloud computing, as cloud sales generate
multi-billion-dollar marketplaces:31
Worldwide adoption of cloud computing is growing rapidly. On the low end, the International
Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that the global
market for cloud computing will grow to $56 billion by 2014. American Megatrends, Inc. (AMI)
research predicts that the market for cloud computing will reach $100 billion by 2014 for small
and medium businesses alone. Forrester Research
predicts the market for cloud computing will grow
from approximately $41 billion in 2011 to $241
billion by 2020. Software as a service is expected to
make up the bulk of this market at approximately
$133 billion in 2020 worldwide.

Escalating commercial sales have significant
implications for federal cloud acquisitions. Global
7
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competition will expand cloud options, propel
innovation, and further reduce costs, thus making it more difficult for federal agencies to justify
non-cloud solutions for future IT acquisitions.
In addition, the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 directs federal agencies to acquire commercial items “to the maximum extent
practicable.”32 By law, this statutory preference
for commercial items applies to both military and
civilian agencies.33 As the cloud displaces other
IT options, this statutory preference (“Commercial First”) will reinforce federal policy (“Cloud
First”), thus applying additional pressure upon
federal agencies to switch to the cloud.
Finally, contractors should benefit from the
commercial nature of cloud services, as the streamlined procedures for the acquisition of commercial
items in Federal Acquisition Regulation Part 12
should relieve contractors of many of the regulatory burdens that have discouraged commercial
contractors from selling to the Government in the
past. In recent years, both Congress and agencies
have throttled back on what acquisitions qualify
for commercial item status. In this environment,
cloud providers must be alert to preserving FAR
Part 12 commercial status for cloud acquisitions
to assure that agencies reap the full benefits of
acquiring cloud services available in the commercial
marketplace—including commercial technology
innovation, economies-of-scale efficiencies, and
expanded fields of competitors.

Securing The Cloud In The Security-Breach
Era
Effective information security is paramount to
successful cloud computing. As stated by the General
Services Administration Associate Administrator
responsible for cloud implementation, “[o]ne of
the most significant obstacles to the adoption of
cloud computing is security.”34 As a result, both
federal agencies and Congress have underscored
the importance of sound information security as an
essential element of federal cloud initiatives. Both
NIST and the GSA have been active in developing
cybersecurity standards for cloud acquisitions. At
the same time, some of these security measures
raise significant acquisition issues.
8
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Security Concerns Relating To Cloud
Computing

Congress, the GAO, and federal agencies have
all expressed concerns about cloud initiatives compromising information security. During hearings,
members of Congress have identified “security
and privacy [as] real concerns.”35 Similarly, the
GAO has issued a host of reports addressing the
information security risks of cloud computing.
For example, the GAO recently summarized its
findings, placing federal security requirements
at the top of the list of challenges to cloud computing:36
Common Challenges to Cloud Computing
1. Meeting Federal Security Requirements
2. Obtaining guidance
3. Acquiring knowledge and expertise
4. Certifying and accrediting vendors
5. Ensuring data portability and interoperability
6. Overcoming cultural barriers
7. Procuring services on a consumption (ondemand) basis

The Associate Administrator heading the GSA’s
cloud implementation has acknowledged that
“the number one issue for years in cloud has
been security.”37 A GAO survey of major federal
agencies confirmed security as a major concern
for cloud computing:38
The use of cloud computing can also create
numerous information security risks for federal
agencies. Specifically, 22 of 24 major federal agencies reported that they were either concerned or
very concerned about the potential information
security risks associated with cloud computing.
Risks include dependence on the security practices and assurances of vendors and the sharing
of computing resources.

History bears out these concerns. In the private sector, one of the largest security breaches
involved a provider of cloud services:39
Epsilon, an email service provider for companies,
reported a breach that affected approximately 75
client companies. Email addresses and customer
names were affected. Epsilon has not disclosed
the names of the companies affected or the total
number of names stolen. However, millions of
customers received notices from a growing list of
companies, making this the largest security breach
ever. Conservative estimates place the number of
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters
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customer email addresses breached at 50 to 60
million. The number of customer emails exposed
may have reached 250 million.
*

*

*

The Epsilon breach is also significant because
it highlights the risk of cloud-based computing
systems and the need for greater cloud security
measures.

Similarly, “Google reported that in December
2009, an attack was made on e-mail accounts that
it provided, which resulted in the inadvertent
release of sensitive information.”40
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• continue to maintain security management practices, controls, and accountability over the
privacy and security of data and applications

(a) Risk Management. The OMB tasked NIST with
developing security guidance for cloud computing based upon NIST’s six-step risk management
framework, shown in Illustration V, below:43
Illustration V

In summary, the federal “Cloud First” policy
necessarily hinges upon effective information security as a prerequisite. Without such security, cloud
computing will not be viable. Nor have Congress,
the GAO, or federal agencies shown enthusiasm for
accepting serious risks to national security information, trade secrets, or sensitive personal data now
housed in federal networks and databanks without
adequate security precautions being implemented
as part of cloud computing initiatives.
■■

Security Standards For The Cloud

In outlining its cloud strategy in 2011, the OMB
stated its objective to achieve higher security with
cloud computing than security existing in the
current IT environment:41
The Federal Government will create a transparent security environment between cloud providers
and cloud consumers. The environment will move
us to a level where the Federal Government’s understanding and ability to assess its security posture
will be superior to what is provided within agencies
today.

In addition, the OMB outlined key security
considerations that must be considered as part
of the cloud transition:42
• carefully define security and privacy requirements
during the initial planning stage at the start
of the systems development life cycle
• determine the extent to which negotiated service
agreements are required to satisfy security requirements; and the alternatives of using negotiated
service agreements or cloud computing deployment models which offer greater oversight
and control over security and privacy
• assess the extent to which the server and client-side
computing environment meets organizational
security and privacy requirements
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters

(b) Key Security and Privacy Issues. Since the OMB’s
direction in February 2011, NIST has issued a series
of special publications addressing cloud security. In
December 2011, NIST published its “Guidelines on
Security and Privacy in Public Cloud Computing.”44
In these guidelines, NIST identified a host of “key
security and privacy issues” that the customers and
cloud service providers need to address for cloud
security. Issues include:45
(1) Governance. Cloud computing amplifies
the need to address governance issues and
security—in short, who is responsible for
what in assuring adequate information
security and privacy.
(2) Compliance. Parties must comply with laws,
regulations, and 5policies (e.g., Federal
Information Security Management Act of
2002, Privacy Act of 1974, Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act, Federal
Records Act, etc.) applicable to the data
being moved to the cloud.
(3) Data Location. If the cloud moves data
across national borders, the parties need to
9
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address potential risks, such as e-discovery
and international privacy requirements.
(4) Trust. The customer must gain a high level
of trust in the cloud provider, given issues
such as insider threats, data ownership
rights, visibility into security practices, and
risk management.
(5) Architecture. Cloud providers deploy a wide
array of architecture (hypervisors, virtualization platforms, virtual machine images,
etc.), each with different strengths and
weaknesses in security that the customer
should weigh in the security risk assessment.
(6) Identity and Access Management. Customers
need to confirm what methods of identity
and access management will be employed,
given that certain technologies that work in
a noncloud environment are not suitable
for the cloud.
(7) Data Protection. Cloud security needs to
recognize unique risks associated with
data aggregation (“value concentration”),
multi-user tenancy (“data isolation”), and
duplicate imaging (“data sanitization”).
(8) Availability. Given that data availability
represents a core objective of security, the
cloud parties must address risks of both
temporary and prolonged outages.
(9) Incident Response. When a breach occurs,
the customer and provider need a welldefined plan for who is responsible for
what, when, and how.
(c) Practical Security Recommendations. In a more
recent synopsis of its guidance on cloud security,
NIST provided a list of practical recommendations for better protection in the cloud:46
(1) Risk of Unintended Data Disclosure. Encrypt
sensitive data if the customer has both
cloud services (with nonsensitive data) and
noncloud services (sensitive data).
(2) Data Privacy. Address heightened privacy
risks, given the legal and ethical risks in
the event of a cloud breach.
10
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(3) System Integrity. Consider any lack of visibility into the cloud provider’s security
mechanisms as part of the overall risk assessment and mitigation measures.
(4) Multi-Tenancy. Identify specific security
safeguards (e.g., encryption and private
clouds) to lessen risks associated with
multi-tenancy.
(5) Browsers. Reduce risks of browsers being
compromised by assessing available security controls (e.g., accessing clouds behind
application gateway, restricting browser
types, or limiting browser plug-ins).
(6) Hardware Support for Trust. Recognize that a
virtualized Trust Platform Module (TPM)
remains a technical challenge with no
proven solution.
(7) Key Management. Work with the cloud
provider to assure proper protection of
consumer cryptographic keys.
Even in a shortened list format, this NIST synopsis reflects the level of complexity, the multitude
of technical and management challenges, and
the evolving technology confronting federal
agencies and private sector entities that are
embarking on the transition from traditional
agency-specific IT systems managed by a single
agency to multi-tenant cloud services outsourced
to a cloud provider.
(d) Continuous Monitoring. As a key element
of cloud security, the OMB and the GSA have
underscored the need for continuous monitoring. The Federal Risk and Authorization
Management Program (FedRAMP) highlighted
continuous monitoring as a key part of the ongoing authorization process for cloud service
providers (CSPs): 47
Ongoing assessment and authorization, often
referred to as continuous monitoring, is the third
and final process for cloud services in FedRAMP.
Ongoing assessment and authorization is part
of the overall risk management framework for
information security and is a requirement for
CSPs to maintain their Provisional Authorization. This process determines whether the set
of deployed security controls in an information
system remain effective in light of planned and
unplanned changes that occur in the system and
its environment over time.
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Such monitoring requires the provider to identify threats and update security continuously,
rather than on an annual basis. In its Concept of
Operations, the GSA has broken the continuous
monitoring process down into three steps—operational visibility, change control, and incident
response—and provided diagrams for each function in the process.48

Information Officers and Chief Information
Security Officers, the potential benefits of
cloud computing won’t be fully realized if
every agency independently reviews and certifies solutions. The current fragmented process—where agencies independently conduct
certifications and accreditations on the same
products—is redundant, and adds both time
and cost to an already complex procurement
process.

(e) Security Implementation Challenges. In reviewing the status of cloud implementation, the GAO
identified a number of challenges. One area
related to difficulties in finding cloud providers that could perform unique federal security
requirements like continuous monitoring and
system inventories:49

(a) Approve Once and Use Often. To relieve
cloud providers of undergoing multiple security reviews by individual agencies, the OMB
directed that a streamlined security process be
developed: 51

Meeting federal security requirements: Cloud
vendors may not be familiar with security
requirements that are unique to government
agencies, such as continuous monitoring
and maintaining an inventory of systems. For
example, [Department of] State officials described their ability to monitor their systems
in real time, which they said cloud service
providers were unable to match. Treasury
officials also explained that the Federal Information Security Management Act’s requirement of maintaining a physical inventory is
challenging in a cloud environment because
the agency does not have insight into the
provider’s infrastructure and assets.

In summary, no ready-made solutions exist for
cloud security in the federal sector. Even the most
recent NIST recommendations identify certain
areas as uncharted territory. The OMB policies,
NIST standards, and FedRAMP guidance offer
valuable starting points for initiating the security
process, but both federal customers and contractors face many decisions of first impression in
pioneering the cloud in the public sector.
■■

FedRAMP Security Authorization Process

The economies of scale represent one of the
great potential advantages of the cloud. However, redoing the security accreditation and
certification process for multiple agencies is
not. To achieve the benefits of cloud computing
in which a provider serves multiple agencies,
the approval process needs greater consistency
between agencies: 50
While the decisions to use cloud computing
are made at the agency level by agency Chief
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To improve readiness for cloud computing, the
Federal Government will facilitate an “approve
once and use often” approach to streamline the
approval process for cloud service providers. For
instance, a government-wide risk and authorization program for IaaS solutions will allow agencies
to rely on existing authorizations so only additional, agency-specific requirements will need to
be authorized separately.

(b) FedRAMP Overview. In a December 2011
memo, the OMB formalized this “approve once
and use often” approach by establishing the
FedRAMP program.52 FedRAMP has been summarized as follows:53
FedRAMP will assist agencies to acquire, authorize and consume cloud services by adequately
addressing security from a baseline perspective.
FedRAMP will allow Federal agencies to coordinate assessment and authorization activities
from the first step in authorizing cloud services
to the ongoing assessment of the risk posture of
a cloud service provider’s environment. However,
FISMA requires that Federal agencies authorize
and accept the risk for placing Federal data in an
IT system. Consistent with existing law, agencies
will maintain this responsibility within FedRAMP.
However, FedRAMP will standardize and streamline the processes agencies use to accomplish
assessment and authorization activities, saving
time and money.

(c) FedRAMP Implementation Issues. In its Concept of Operations, the GSA targeted June 2012
for initial operating capability of the FedRAMP
program.54 In the meantime, the GAO found
that cloud certification and accreditation efforts
have been a challenging process for agencies and
contractors alike:55
Certifying and accrediting vendors: Agencies may
not have a mechanism for certifying that vendors meet standards for security, in part because
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the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) had not yet reached
initial operational capabilities [prior to June
2012]. For example, GSA officials stated that the
process to certify Google to meet government
standards for their migration to cloud-based
e-mail was a challenge. They explained that,
contrary to traditional computing solutions,
agencies must certify an entire cloud vendor’s
infrastructure. In Google’s case, it took GSA
more than a year to certify more than 200
Google employees and the entire organization’s infrastructure (including hundreds of
thousands of servers) before GSA could use
Google’s service.

Future FedRAMP approvals for cloud providers will apparently continue to be arduous and
time-consuming. According to the GSA’s Federal
Cloud Computing Initiative Program Management
Office, “the goal is for two or three companies
to undergo the FedRAMP process and receive
approval from the board by year’s end.” 56

Acquiring The Cloud In The Public Sector
The unique aspects of cloud services generally require federal agencies to consider very
different approaches to IT acquisitions. Instead of buying IT products and services over
which the agency has substantial control, cloud
services change the business relationship in
fundamental ways. In its policy statement in
February 2011, the OMB recognized a need to
streamline the acquisition process for acquiring
cloud services. 57
■■

Overview Of Key Acquisition Issues

In February 2012, the CIO Council and Chief
Acquisition Officers Council identified in a
“Best Practices for Acquiring IT as a Service”
guide the top 10 areas that procuring agencies
need to address in the unique process of buying cloud services. 58 In its July 2012 report to
Congress, the GAO summarized these areas as
follows: 59
• Selecting a cloud service—choosing the
appropriate cloud service and deployment
model.
• Cloud service provider and end-user agreements—terms of service, and service provider
and end-user agreements need to be fully
integrated into cloud contracts.
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• Service-level agreements—agreements need
to define performance with clear terms and
definitions, demonstrate how performance
is being measured, and identify why enforcement mechanisms are in place to ensure the
conditions are met.
• Roles and responsibilities—cloud service
provider, agency, and integrator roles and
responsibilities should be clearly defined.
• Standards—NIST’s cloud reference architecture should be used for cloud procurements.
• Security—requirements for the service provider to maintain the security and integrity of
the agency data must be clearly defined.
• Privacy—privacy risks and responsibilities
need to be addressed in the contract between
federal agencies and service providers.
• E-discovery—service providers need to be
aware of the need to locate, preserve, collect,
process, review, and produce electronically
stored information in the event of civil litigation or investigation.
• Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)—all relevant data must be available for appropriate
handling under the act.
• E-records—agencies need to ensure that service providers understand the federal agencies
obligations under the Federal Records Act.

For buying cloud services, the “Best Practices
for Acquiring IT As a Service” guide provides
specific guidance for incorporating essential
security requirements into cloud contracts for
the federal sector:60
When Federal agencies consider implementing a cloud computing solution, there are
seven key security areas they need to address:
clear security authorization requirements,
continuous monitoring, incident response, key
escrow, forensics, two-factor authentication with
[Homeland Security Presidential Directive] 12,
and auditing.

For each of these seven areas, this “Best Practices” guide details the key security factors that
acquisition professionals must weigh in the
buying process.61 To assist procuring agencies
in addressing specific acquisition and security
issues, this guide also incorporates an appendix
with specific questions to be answered in cloud
acquisitions. For example, the guide provides a
checklist for cybersecurity issues shown in Illustration VI, below:62
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products or services, or those of a competitor,
without proper safeguards to ensure objectivity
to protect the Government’s interests.

When such OCIs cannot be mitigated, agencies
and contractor-awardees alike have ended up
on the losing side of protests. 67 Accordingly,
agencies and contractors must tread carefully
and address OCIs fully whenever a cloud service provider also seeks to provide third-party
assessment services.
(b) Follow-on Competition. Inevitably, agencies
must prepare for follow-on competitions after the
award of contracts for cloud services, platforms,
or infrastructure. However, in reviewing issues
relating to cloud procurements, the GAO identified “data portability” for follow-on contracts as
one of the acquisition challenges:68
Key Acquisition Challenges In Buying Cloud
	Services
■■

As discussed above, cloud computing brings
bright prospects for a multiplicity of benefits
to federal IT procurements: broader flexibility,
faster technology upgrades, greater cost savings,
and more. At the same time, recent GAO findings, agency procurements, and protest litigation
predict some stormy weather and heavy fog ahead
for cloud competitions and resulting contracts.
(a) Organizational Conflicts of Interest. The
federal “Cloud First” policy has opened markets
6
not only for cloud service
providers, but also
for contractors who perform third-party security assessments. 63 As part of the security review
and approval process, the FedRAMP program
specifically requires cloud service providers
to undergo a third-party assessment by an accredited “Third-Party Assessment Organization”
(3PAO). 64 In some cases, contractors may seek
to be both cloud service providers and thirdparty assessors: “Under the FedRAMP rules,
third-party assessment organizations can sell
cloud services if they adequately wall off that
portion of their business from the evaluation
side.” 65 However, such arrangements may pose
potential organizational conflicts of interest if
not properly mitigated. The FAR states: 66
Contracts for the evaluation of offers for
products or services shall not be awarded to a
contractor that will evaluate its own offers for
Briefing Papers © 2012 by Thomson Reuters

Ensuring data portability and interoperability: To
preserve their ability to change vendors in the
future, agencies may attempt to avoid platforms
or technologies that “lock” customers into a particular product. For example, a Treasury official
explained that it is challenging to separate from
a vendor, in part due to a lack of visibility into the
vendor’s infrastructure and data.

In short, will the agency be perpetually stuck with
the incumbent? If so, potential cloud competitors
may have a viable protest under the Competition
in Contracting Act.69 As the GAO has stated, agencies “cannot take a passive approach and remain
in a noncompetitive position where they could
reasonably take steps to enhance competition.”70
Accordingly, agencies must be careful to build
transition and exit strategies into the solicitation
and resulting contract—and contractors must
be alert to repetitive sole-source extensions of
incumbent contracts.
(c) Unduly Restrictive Security Provisions. As
discussed above, security remains a paramount
concern for federal cloud acquisitions. In turn,
this concern drives tougher security measures for
cloud solicitations. While agencies have considerable discretion in choosing security requirements,
unduly restrictive provisions may fail to pass
muster under the Competition in Contracting
Act and implementing regulations.71 For example,
the GAO upheld a protest where a solicitation
for cloud computing services restricted competition to U.S. sources or Trade Agreements Act
“designated countries”:72
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We do not, however, conclude that GSA’s
explanations for the non-U.S. data center location requirements are otherwise reasonable, or
withstand logical scrutiny. First, with regard to
GSA’s argument that the government has a need
to know where U.S. government data resides
and transits, this objective is accomplished by
the requirement for vendors to identify the
locations of their data centers. Second, while
we appreciate the security concerns and legal
ambiguities associated with subjecting U.S.
government data to the jurisdictions of foreign
countries, to the extent the solicitation allows
for locating U.S. government data outside the
United States, it is apparent that the limits
drawn by GSA in this regard have been established in an arbitrary manner.
…GSA has provided no explanation for why its
security concerns would be less acute in relation to
data stored or processed in designated countries,
which include, for example, Yemen, Somalia, and
Afghanistan, versus data stored or processed in
non-designated countries, such as Brazil, India
or South Africa.

In contrast, the GAO upheld the agency’s requirement for a “Government Community Cloud” due
to “the additional layer of security provided by a
cloud limited to U.S. government entities.”73 As
this case illustrates, agencies may impose reasonable security requirements, but must be able to
explain why such requirements are not unduly
restrictive of competition.
(d) Evolving Standards and Needs. Another
acquisition challenge arises from the evolving
standards and guidelines for competing, buying,
and securing cloud services, infrastructure, and
platforms. In its review of cloud acquisitions, the
GAO highlighted the difficulties of conducting
these procurements while still trying to define
requirements:74
Obtaining guidance: Existing federal guidance
for using cloud services may be insufficient or
incomplete. Agencies cited a number of areas
where additional guidance is needed such as
purchasing commodity IT and assessing Federal
Information Security Management Act security
levels.

Without a clear baseline for the cloud, bidders
may be competing on different bases. To ensure
competition on an equal basis, agencies must
provide contractors with “a common basis for
preparation and submission of proposals” and
assure evenhanded evaluation of offers against
common requirements and evaluation criteria.75
14
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For cloud acquisitions, contractors need to apply
particular care in reviewing and understanding
the requirements not only because cloud acquisition guidance continues to evolve, but also due
to the complexity in the allocation of risks and
responsibilities relating to agency needs, security requirements, and other acquisition issues
highlighted by the GAO, the OMB, NIST, and
the Chief Acquisition Officers Council.
(e) Undefined and Ambiguous Requirements.
The NIST definitions and GAO reports above
illustrate that the cloud takes many forms, each
with differing contractual responsibilities, risk
profiles, and security issues for the parties.
Such variety increases the likelihood of gaps,
ambiguities, and conflicts in the solicitation
requirements and resulting contract. For example, a recent Request for Proposals sought a
wide range of cloud services (including storage,
secure file transfer, virtual machine, database
hosting, web hosting, and other services). This
solicitation included the following statement:
“Figure 2 Scope of Requirements and Related
Service Delivery Models, below illustrates the
scope of the [agency] hosting requirements
and portfolio of service delivery/fulfillment
models anticipated under this solicitation.”
That “Figure 2” provided:

While these blanks in the solicitation may increase
flexibility for the offerors, they also magnify the
risk that the offerors will propose apples-andoranges and the agency will not get what it needs.
In one cloud acquisition where the agency failed
to provide a sufficient definition of “external network connection,” the GAO found an ambiguity
in the solicitation and sustained the protest.76 The
better the agency can define its cloud requirements fully and clearly, the greater the chance
the agency will get what it sought—and the less
chance that the GAO will sustain a protest where
the offerors had differing interpretations of the
RFP requirements.
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★     GUIDELINES     ★
These Guidelines are intended to assist you in
understanding the standards, issues, and risks
relating to cloud computing acquisitions and
cybersecurity in the federal sector for agencies
and contractors. They are not, however, a substitute for professional representation in any
specific situation.

5. Build in security. Given the federal consensus on information security as a paramount
consideration in cloud acquisitions, review the
security requirements closely, consult the OMB,
NIST, and FedRAMP guidance, and assure that
the security controls match the risk associated
with the selected cloud model.

1. Prepare for the cloud. The cloud is coming
and both agencies and contractors need to prepare for the paradigm shift in IT procurements
driven by the federal “Cloud First” policy, the
economies of scale, and global commercialization, all of which will bring new ways of buying
IT and securing federal data and networks.

6. Use the available guidance. The available guidance (e.g., OMB, NIST, and FedRAMP) are not
meant to be cookbooks telling agencies and contractors exactly how to structure each individual
cloud solicitation and proposal, but they do provide
valuable summaries of questions, issues, and risks
that need to be addressed for such acquisitions.

2. Think commercial first. The private sector is
moving rapidly to implement the cloud, meaning
that agencies need to plan for “Commercial Item
First” and contractors should press for commercial terms to the maximum extent practicable
to bring the greatest innovation and best value
pricing to the federal sector.

7. Anticipate transition/exit strategies. Recognizing that as new cloud competitions may bring
in new cloud service providers, agencies must
incorporate robust plans for transition and exit
ramps to handle the tasks of moving services and
data securely and seamlessly from the incumbent
to the follow-on contractor.

3. Define agency needs. With so many cloud options, agencies must take extra care in defining
contractual responsibilities, allocating risks, and
identifying security needs for the selected cloud
service and deployment models—and thus avoid
offerors’ misunderstandings leading to applesand-oranges proposals and ensuing protests.

8. Watch out for OCIs. Contractors seeking to
be both cloud service providers and third-party assessment entities should beware of potential OCIs,
develop strong mitigation plans, and work closely
with agencies to assure that sufficient safeguards
are in place to mitigate or avoid OCI risks.

4. Scrub the requirements. With evolving standards
and emerging practices, contractors need to be alert
to ambiguities, inconsistencies, and gaps in cloud
solicitations and requirements that may lead to competitive losses, protest grounds, or contract disputes
due to missing what the agency really wanted.

9. Prepare for lessons learned. With cloud computing in its early stages of implementation in
the federal sector, agencies and contractors can
expect both great successes and hard lessons
learned—all of which should be captured, analyzed, and understood to make the next cloud
acquisition a success.
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